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Tofacitinib (TOF) counted 2 while real chosen cases were TNF-i counted 65, TCZ
counted 11, ABT counted 21, and TOF counted 11. Overall success ratio was
57.4%. In these cases, true choice had been done in 97 cases of 108. In failure
cases, simulated TNF-i counted 44, TCZ counted 16, ABT counted 2, and TOF
counted 1, while real chosen cases were TNF-i counted 49, TCZ counted 17, ABT
counted 10, and TOF counted 4. True success counted 97, and false success
counted 11, while false success counted 37 and true failure counted 54. Then,
sensitivity was 89.8% and specificity was 67.5% (<0.01).
Conclusions: Drug choice of BIO supported with simulation was superior to real
choice. If risk management was adequately performed, SR@3Y is expected more
than 85%.
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Background: Activity in daily living (ADL) is one of main target to maintain
patient’s quality of life in rheumatoid arthritis (RA) treatment. Modified Health
Assessment Questionnaire (mHAQ) is a most popular index for ADL in routine
practice. mHAQ is separated according to function of extremity; namely the first
four categories are reflections of upper extremities (mHAQ-UE), while the latter
are of lower extremities (mHAQ-LE). If function of each extremity is separately
disabled, it should be reflected on each part of mHAQ.
Objectives: mHAQ was separately investigated in order to evaluate characteristics
of each part of mHAQ.
Methods: 964 RA patients since January 2010 had been treated. In these, patients
who have been treated consecutively for more than five years at December 2016
were recruited in this study. Patient who had been operated musculoskeletal
surgery was eliminated. mHAQ, mHAQ-UE and mHAQ-LE, and 28-joint disease
activity index with C-reactive protein (DAS28-CRP) were measured every time
since first consult. Average value of these parameters including Sharp/van der
Heijde Score (SvdHS) were calculated annually. Relationship between each of
mHAQ and parameters for each year were evaluated used with multiple linear
regression analysis.
Predominant extremity in mHAQ was evaluated as in what upper extremity
predominant (G-UE), lower extremity predominant (G-LE), same weight (G-EV),
and both of them were zero (G-Z). Changes of the evaluation from first to the last
period were evaluated year by year.
Results: One hundred and two male and three hundred and thirty-three female,
totally four hundred and thirty five patients were picked up. Their average value of
age, SvdHS, DAS28-CRP, mHAQ, mHAQ-UE, and mHAQ-LE were 64.65, 52.1,
2.96, 0.439, 0.386 and 0.491 at first consult, and 71.05, 52.1, 1.72, 0.425, 0.344,
and 0.505 at last time follow up, respectively. Both of mHAQ-UE and mHAQ-LE
have demonstrated significant regression with both age and SvdHS throughout
treatment, while not significant with DAS28-CRP, however, mHAQ-UE correlated
with tenderness joint except of knee, and mHAQ-LE have correlated with swelling
of the knee joint significantly.
G-UE had counted for 85 patients, G-LE for 136, G-EV for 49, and G-Z for 165 at
first consult. Once evaluation had changed, then have continued to the last in all
patients. G-UE resulted in G-UE for 83, while G-LE for 2 at last. G-LE resulted in G-
LE for 133, G-Z for 2, and G-EV for 1. G-EV resulted in G-LE for24, G-UE for 7, and
G-EV for 18. G-Z resulted in G-Z for 137, G-LE for 19, G-UE for 4, and G-EV for 5.
G-EV to G-EV demonstrated significant higher DAS28-CRP improvement from first
to the last than to G-LE, and to G-UE, and G-EV to G-LE demonstrated significant
higher DAS28-CRP improvement than to G-UE, although no significant difference
demonstrated for mHAQ improvement among groups. G-UE to G-LE demon-
strated significant higher DAS28-CRP improvement than to G-UE, as well as
G-UE to G-LE demonstrated significant higher mHAQ improvement than to G-UE.
Conclusions: From these results, it is suggested that mHAQ-UE and mHAQ-LE
move under common influence. However, mHAQ-UE change may be reflected by
upper exrtremities joint tenderness, while mHAQ-LE can move more sensitively
with knee swelling. Tight disease activity control may reduce mHAQ both of them,
however, reduces more predominantly with mHAQ-UE than mHAQ-LE.
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Background: Rheumatoid arthritis (RA) is a chronic, erozive disorder which may
lead to permanent joints damage. Health assessment questionnaire (HAQ) is
frequently used for evaluating functional disability in RA patients.
Objectives: The aim of this study is to determine the effect of biologic treatment
on functional disability in RA patients.

Methods: HUR-BIO (Hacettepe University Rheumatology Biologic Registry) is a
prospective, monocentric database of biological treatments including 1229 RA
patients by August 2016. 523 patients in whom HAQ assessment before biologics
was avaliable, were recruited in this retrospective analysis. HAQ score ≥1.0 was
defined as severe functional disability.1 HAQ assesment at last follow-up visit
were evaluated. Demographic,clinical and serologic data of patients were also
collected. Improvement of HAQ score 0,22 points or more was considered as
clinically significant response to treatment.1

Results: Among 523 patients (80.5% female), mean age was 52.6±12.5 and
mean disease duration was 9.4±7.3 years. Seropositivity for RF and/or CCP
was present in 67.2% of patients. At baseline visit, HAQ score was ≥1.0 in 268
patients (51.2%). Baseline and last follow-up HAQ scores were 1.07±0.62 and
0.64±0.57. Minimal clinically significant improvement of HAQ score was observed
in 238/377 patients (63.1%). Clinically significant response was more frequent in
patients with baseline HAQ score of ≥1 (153/195 (78.4%) vs 85/182 (46.7%),
p<0.001). Table 1 represents features of patients according to baseline HAQ
score. Mean follow-up time was 16.4±16.4 months. Data of at least one visit was
available for 377 (72.0%) patients.

Table 1. Comparison of demographic an clinical data of patients according to baseline HAQ score

HAQ ≥1 (n=268) HAQ<1 (n=255) p

Age, mean ± SD 55.1±12.3 50.0±12.3 <0.001
Disease duration (years), mean ± SD 10.2±8.0 8.6±6.3 0.01
BMI, mean ± SD 31.3±6.4 28.9±5.9 <0.001
High school or collage graduate n (%) 68 (25.3) 110 (43.1) <0.001
Smoking (current or previous),n (%) 95 (35.4) 123 (4.,4) <0.001
Hypertension, n (%) 101 (37.7) 59 (23.1) <0.001
Patient global assesment VAS, mean±SD 6.8±1.4 5.7±1.8 <0.001
Fatigue VAS, mean ± SD 6.7±2.0 5.0±2.8 <0.001
Pain VAS, mean ± SD 7.1±1.6 6.1±2.1 <0.001
Biologic switch, n (%) 63 (23.5) 41 (16.1) 0.033

Conclusions: Functional disabilty was observed approximately half of patients.
Clinically significant improvement was more frequent among patients with higher
baseline HAQ scores particularly. Biologic treatment seems to be provide signif-
icant functional improvement. However significant functional disability persists in
one fourth of patients.
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Background: Early diagnosis is one of the mainstay of rheumatoid arthritis (RA)
management. Early diagnosis reflects on early treatment, better response with
reduction of long-term detrimental disease outcomes. Early arthritis clinics (EAC)
are the healthcare services devoted to facilitate early diagnosis and optimize
treatment of early onset inflammatory arthritis. Despite the a priori beneficial
potential of EAC, no strong experimental data support EAC efficacy. Interrupted
time series analysis is one of the “next best” approaches for dealing with
interventions when randomisation is not possible or clinical trial data are not
available.
Objectives: To evaluate the impact of the implementation of an EAC in terms of
probability of starting second-line biologic DMARDs, using a quasi-experimental
approach.
Methods: RA patients fulfilling 1987 ACR criteria who attended the outpatient
rheumatology clinic (RC) between 2002 and 2008 and the Early Arthritis Clinic
between 2009 and 2014 were retrospectively analyzed. The EAC was developed
as a healthcare service integrating primary care with tertiary rheumatology care to
provide early referral of suspected inflammatory arthritis and tight monitoring and
standardized therapeutic approach according to “treat to target” (T2T) strategy
and EULAR guidelines to early RA. The two sub-cohorts were compared in terms
of: 1) lag time from symptoms onset to RA treatment with DMARDs; and 2) risk of
treatment with bDMARDs at 24 months. Interrupted time analysis was performed
to compare lag time from onset to treatment and log-transformed 24-month risk of
biologics periods before the implementation of the EAC with subsequent periods.
Results: A total of 353 RA patients were included: 208 (mean±SD age 58.7±12.6
years, 164 F, baseline DAS28 4.76±1–23) followed in RC and 145 (mean±SD
age 58.8±14.9 years, 106 F, DAS28 5.09±1.31) in EAC. Lag time from symptoms
onset to treatment resulted significantly lower (median [IQR] months 4 [2–7] vs
12 [5–24]; p<0.0001) in patients managed in EAC compared with RC. Within
24 months a biologic therapy was started in 62/208 (29.8%) of patients followed
in RC, and 21/145 (14.5%) in EAC group (p=0.001), along with an increased
remission rate at 24 months (43% vs 62%, p<0.001). Analyzing the time series
“interrupted” by the implementation of the EAC, comparing before and after


